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Abstract Nacrtak

This paper presents a new Rock Share Estimation (RSE) procedure that can estimate the cost
of forest road construction. One of the key elements of the total cost in road construction is the
cost of embankment. The proportion of the rock directly influences the price of this activity.
Hence, a reliable estimation of rock proportion should be made within the entire project area,
especially in rocky areas. The objective of the study is to introduce a practical expert system
to estimate the share of rock as a function of terrain slope and geological formations using the
Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP). This approach can be very useful first to show the variability of rock proportion and
second to model the excavation costs in an area, which are essential for planning forest roads.
This study treats geological composition as a decision variable that is solved by AHP method
and applies the ANFIS to model and predict the share of rock in different physiographic and
geological conditions. In order to investigate the impact of change in membership functions
(MF), four types of MFs were adopted to generate the hybrid RSE-ANFIS models. Further-
more, to show the applicability of the proposed approach, the optimum model was applied to a
mountainous forest, where additional forest road network should be constructed in the future
periods.
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1. Introduction Uvod
Estimation of rock proportion of subsoil as a real

life problem is an important element in both the design
and construction stages of road projects. All road plan-
ners and contractors prefer to construct the road in a
soft terrain with the least rock excavation as this is the
most cost-effective construction. However, it is very
hard to exactly calculate the rock ratio of subsoil before
the excavation of a project begins. In this regard, a
number of methods have been suggested for assess-
ment of slope stability and excavation quantities
(Hoek and Bray 1981; Goodman 1989; Pettifer and
Fookes 1994). Additionally, rock mass classification
concept, which provides quantitative data and guide-
lines for engineering purposes, has been applied ex-
tensively for tunneling and underground excavation.

The main shortcoming of the existing traditional
rock mass classification systems such as Rock Struc-
ture Rating, RSR (Wickham et al. 1972), the Rock Mass
Rating, RMR (Bieniawski 1975), and the Q-system
(Barton et al. 1974) is that they ignored the regional
and local geological features and rock properties, and
they were developed with the fixed weight for each
rating factor (Liu and Chen 2007). On the other hand,
other researchers that have developed tools to esti-
mate the rock share related to forest topics are so lim-
ited (e.g. Inaba et al. 2001; Stuckelberger et al. 2006). In
most prior studies, the share of rock is introduced as
a function of terrain slope and geology information.
Inaba et al. (2001) developed a numerical model to
estimate the share of rock excavation volume. They
assigned a coefficient for each geological unit and used
this coefficient along with the slope and road crown
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width as inputs of the model to estimate rock portion
for each geological unit. Stuckelberger et al. (2006)
have adopted the current model and the above men-
tioned coefficients to estimate rock excavation volume
and cost for each geological unit. They calculated the
rock excavation cost as a function of earth embank-
ment costs to be used as one of the cost elements of
forest road construction cost model. However, consid-
ering a fixed coefficient for each type of geological unit
regardless of local conditions could lead to inaccu-
rately estimating the rock share and consequently in-
accurately estimating the construction costs. The ap-
proach performed in practice in Iran is as follows: after
visiting the proposed alignment of forest road, three
general classes of rock, soft, medium, and hard, are
assigned to several parts of the road project by experts.
In fact, these linguistic values are used to describe the
difficulty levels of the earthwork and to calculate the
base price of project appraisal. As a result, providing
a framework that could be practical and at the same
time have a justifiable analytic foundation is essential
for forest managers.

From another perspective, developing a model to
estimate the share of rock is problematic due to the
uncertainty associated with geological information
and environmental variables. The numerical modeling
and optimization approaches have long been em-
ployed in forest researches worldwide. The tradition-
al simulation and optimization tools are appropriate
when data are known well enough, while in many
real-world problems, there are many uncertain vari-
ables, and/or vague and ambiguous input data that
should be handled for modeling. A computing system
that has the ability to analyze these kinds of data
should be more flexible and adaptive than the tradi-
tional approaches. In other words, a Real-World Com-
puting (RWC) system should be capable of distributed
representation of information, massively parallel pro-
cessing, learning and self-organization to achieve
enough flexibility in information processing (Sreekanth
et al. 2010). In this relation, soft computing techniques
as the open, robust, and real-time processing systems
can be adopted efficiently to cope with the RWC sys-
tems. Hereafter, a brief introduction of relevant tech-
niques and literature are provided.

Fuzzy logic (Zadeh 1965) is increasingly used in
various fields of science and technology for prediction
purposes (Gail et al. 2002). Fuzzy systems are stable,
easily tunable and could be validated conventionally.
One of the significant advantages of linguistic meth-
odology in fuzzy rule based systems is that a well-
defined physical relationship is not required to sys-
tematically convert an input to an output (ASCE Task

Committee on Applications of Artificial Neural Net-
works in Hydrology 2000). These properties make
them sufficiently flexible for solving the real time
problems especially when the input or output data are
defined by several linguistic values. Fuzzy sets theory
has been applied in forest management (Mendoza and
Sprouce 1989; Mendoza et al. 1993; Zandik 2006), wa-
ter runoff, sediment yield, and recreation (Tecle et al.
1994), resource allocation (Ghajar et al. 2010), and for-
estry planning problems (Kangas et al. 2006).

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are another
type of soft computing and data driven techniques
that, because of their heuristic problem-solving capa-
bilities, have been applied successfully in many fields
of geological engineering problems (Shahin et al.
2008). Among them, ANNs have been employed in
predicting the settlement and bearing capacity of shal-
low foundations (Shahin et al. 2005; Padmini et al.
2008), applications concerning earth retaining struc-
tures (Kung et al. 2007), site characterization (Najjar
and Basheer 1996), mining (Rankine and Sivakugan
2005), groutability of soils (Tekin and Akbas 2010) and
many other problems. A comprehensive overview of
ANN application in geological engineering problems
can be found in Shahin et al. (2008). To gain more ef-
ficiency from fuzzy logic and ANNs, a combined ap-
proach called neuro-fuzzy was developed by Jang
(1993). Neuro-fuzzy systems are fuzzy systems that
use ANN theory in order to determine their properties
(i.e. the respective fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules) by pro-
cessing of available data set (Andrews et al. 1995). In
this regard, >,the adaptive network-based fuzzy infer-
ence system (ANFIS), which has shown significant
results in modeling nonlinear functions« (Wang et al.
2010) is of particular interest. The important contribu-
tion of Jang (1993) to ANFIS development was the es-
tablishment of the universal approximant nature of
ANFIS, and the functional equivalency of the Sugeno
fuzzy inference systems with radial neural networks,
providing the essential theoretical support for the
practical application of ANFIS to nonlinear system
modeling (Roger and Sun 1993). The membership
function parameters in the ANFIS representing the
system behavior are extracted from input data pat-
terns. ANFIS learns features in data patterns and then
adjusts the consequent parameters according to a
given error criterion. There is a lack of literature in the
application of ANFIS in forestry but, successful imple-
mentations of ANFIS in geological engineering have
been reported recently (for example for strength pre-
diction, Yilmaz and Yuksek 2009). Determination of
compressive strength of a rock material is time con-
suming, expensive and involves destructive tests. If
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Fig. 1 Geological units of study area

Slika 1. Geolo§ke jedinice na podnieju istraNvanja
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reliable predictive models could be obtained to cor-
relate unconfined compressive strength to quick,
cheap, and non-destructive test results, they would be
very valuable for at least the preliminary stage of de-
signing a structure (Yilmaz and Yuksek 2009). In the
present paper, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
method was used to prioritize geological units of the
study area with respect to strength factor. AHP origi-
nally developed by Saaty (1977; 1980), is one of the
most popular Multi-Criteria Decision Making
(MCDM) methods, which has been widely used in
many fields, including natural resource management.
AHP, as a comprehensive framework for modeling the
real-world problems has the ability to incorporate both
tangible and intangible criteria into the decision mak-
ing process. Murray and von Gadow (1991); Kangas
(1992); Vacik and Lexer (2001) and; Kangas and Kan-
gas (2005) have used AHP in forestry applications.
Furthermore, the number of AHP applications in oth-
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er fields, such as geology, is continuously increasing.
As a successful application of fuzzy logic and AHP in
Engineering geology problems, Liu and Chen (2007)
presented a systemic procedure by combining the
AHP and the Fuzzy Delphi method (FDM, Kaufmann
and Gupta 1988) for assessing the quality of slope rock
mass, and classifying the stability of rocks using Lin-
ear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) model.

This paper proposes an approach that applies the
ANFIS technique along with AHP to develop a novel
knowledge-based model for rock share estimation.
The model is developed based on two input variables
of terrain slope and geological units. Furthermore, the
impacts of different membership functions on the
static parameters of rock share estimation, which are
used in the ANFIS model, were investigated. As a case
study, the best resulted model is implemented in the
7938 (ha) of Educational and Research Forest of Tar-
biat Modares University (TMU) in the northern Iran,
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Table 1 Description of geological units of study area

Tablica 1. Opis geoldkih jedinica

Era (groups)

Geo !dice ere

Period

Geo loSid period)

Abr.

Oznaka
Description DOpis

Mesozoic

Mezozoik

Cretaceous

Kreda

K, Orbitolina limestone and calcareous shale P Vapnenci s orbitolinama i vapneni gkriljevci

Conglomerate in lower part, limestone, may limestone and sandy limestone OKonglomerati u donjem

dijelu, vapnenac, laporoviti vapnenac i pjeskoviti vapnenac

limestone, marl, limy marl and silty marl vapnenac, lapor, vapnenasti lapor i pjeskoviti lapor

Triassic

Trijas

fir Shale, sandstone and limestone 0 gkriljevac, pjekenjak i vapnenac

li'''
Thick bedded to massive dolomitic limestone, dolomite and limestone ['lichen do masivni dolomitni

vapnenac, dolomiti i vapnenci

Paleozoic

Paleozoik

Permian

Perm

Pri Cherty limestone, calcareous and sandy shale Yertni vapnenac, vapneni i pjeskoviti anijevci

P.
Gray, thick bedded to massive limestone and dolomite (Fuzulinid limestone) OSivt, debeli do masivni

vapneci i dolomiti (fuzulinidni vapnenac)

Cenozoic

Cenozoic

Quaternary

Kvartar
Recent alluvium in river beds D'art) aluvij u koritima rijeka

where a 24 (km) forest road has already been con-
structed and additional forest road alignment should
be planned and constructed in the future periods.

2. Materials and Methods Materijal
i metode

2.1 Study area and data collection - Podrueje
istraiivanja i prikupljanje podataka
The research was carried out in districts Z 3, 4, and

5 of Educational and Research Forest of TMU situated
between longitudes 51°40'37"E-51°51'36"E and lati-
tudes 36°29'08"N-36°34'33"N. The topographic eleva-
tion is about 2 to 2 206 m above mean sea level. The
slope classes and their area percentage ranged from 0
to 10% (6.3%); 10-25% (21.6%); 25-45% (31.6); 45-70%
(22.3%), and more than 70% (18.2%). In order to make
adaptable data that could be applied in the study area,
similar geological units to the project area and their
constructed road network were investigated to find
where the sample data should be collected.

Fig. 1 shows the map of geological units in the
study area. The cut slope of the constructed road in
each geological unit was divided into 10 (m) non-over-
lapping intervals (Fig. 2).

In each sample the type of geological unit and
slope degree of terrain were recorded as inputs and
the amount of rock share was estimated by an expert
in the form of linguistic values as the observed output.
A total of 130 samples, including all combination of

Outputs Iztazni podaci
1. Soft Mekano/ 2. Medium Srednie
3. Hard Tvrdo

Inputs Ulazni podaci
1. Slope, % Nagib, %
2. Geology structure Geolo§ka struktura

Fig. 2 Input and output data collection

Slika 2. Ulazni i izIazni podaci

input variables, were recorded. In the current study,
we determined the share of rock for cut-slope areas in
three groups of geological units; Mesozoic sediment
formations, Paleozoic geological units and Quaternary
formation of alluvial deposit (Table 1).

To quantify the geological information, Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used to prioritize the
geological units regarding strength against the earth
embankment. Since the allowable terrain slope for road
construction is up to 70%, to collect a complete set of
data, additional samples were collected from higher ter-
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Table 2 Linguistic values of input and output variables

Tablica 2. Vrijednosti ulaznih i izlaznih podataka

I. Ghajar et al.

Variables 0 Vanjable Rating values Ocjene vrijednosti

Inputs

Ulazni podad

Terrain Slope, % ONagib terena, %

Flat

Ravnica

Gentle

Blago

Moderate

Umjereno

Steep

Strmo

Very Steep

Vrio strmo

0010 10N5 25045 450170 70 -

Strength of geological units (normalized AHP

priorities)

Ocjena geoldkoh jedinica (normalizirani ANP)

Very Low

Izrazito nisko

Low

Nisko

Medium

Srednje

High

Visoko

Very High

lzrazito visoko

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

Output

IzIazni podaci
Share of Rock 0 Udio shjena

Soft 0 Mekano Medium 0 Srednje Hard 0 Tvrdo

530% 50% 70%5

rain slopes so that the minimum and maximum slope
of the entire area were included in the samples. The
observed rock share, as the output of the model, was
recorded as three linguistic values »softo, »medium«
and »hardo according to the practical expert-based
method of rock share estimation. The linguistic values
of input and output variables specified by the fuzzy sets
as well as their ranges are shown in Table 2.

2.2 Data division Razdioba podataka
The purpose of the training process in ANNs and

fuzzy systems is to interpolate (generalize) the data
used for calibration in high dimensional space. Having
a large number of model parameters (connection
weights), ANNs and neuro-fuzzy systems can overfit
the training data when the data are little or noisy. In
other words, if the number of degrees of freedom of
the model is large compared with the number of data
points used for calibration, the model might no longer
fit the general trend, as desired, but might learn the
idiosyncrasies of the particular data points used for
calibration leading to »memorization«, rather than »gen-
eralization« (Shahin et al. 2008). To prevent overfitting
and evaluate the generalization power of the model, a
separate validation and test sets, respectively, are
needed. In this research, in order to develop the AN-
FIS, we used a modified data division method, i.e.
cross-validation (Stone 1974), in which the data are
divided to three sets:

Training set used to adjust the connection
weights, membership functions and model pa-
rameters,
Validation set that checks the performance of the
model through the training process and stops
the training to avoid overfitting,
Testing set used to evaluate the trained ANFIS
performance and generalization power.

About 20% of the data were used for testing and
the remaining data were divided to training 80% and
validation 20%.

2.3 Analytic Hierarchy Process Analitieki
hijerarliijski proces (AHP)

2.3.1 Fundamentals Osnove i temelji
AHP is a mathematical method for analyzing com-

plex decisions with multiple attributes (Saaty 1977;
Saaty 1980). AHP can consider the objective informa-
tion, expert knowledge, and subjective preference at
the same time. It aggregates separate performance in-
dicators into an integrated performance indicator
(Bouma et al. 2000). In addition, both qualitative and
quantitative criteria can be included in the judgments
and comparisons of alternatives. By decomposing the
decision problem into its elements, a hierarchical deci-
sion structure is constructed in the AHP that helps
decision makers to view the problem. The preferences
for the attributes (or alternatives) are compared in a
pairwise manner and numerical techniques are used
to derive quantitative values from these comparisons
(Kurt-fib et al. 2000).

Unlike other related methods that require quantita-
tive values of criteria, which are measured in ratio or
interval scales in their analysis; AHP can transfer the
qualitatively expressed measures into a ratio scale
through the pairwise comparison. The intensity of
preference between alternatives can be expressed on
a nine-point scale. If two alternatives are of equal im-
portance, a value of 1 is given in the comparison, while
a 9 indicates the absolute importance of one criterion
over the other (Saaty 1980). Pairwise comparison data
can be analyzed using either regression methods or
the eigenvalue technique (Ananda and Herath 2007).
The Eigenvalue is calculated for every pair of compo-
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nents. If there are rt components to be computed the
matrix I, is defined as follow:

w1fw1

wnlwiwilw2wnlwz>

1 a12

w2lwi1 = w2/w2 > wz/wn = 1/a12 1

wniwn Vain 1 /a2n

>
> a2n

> 1

After computing all pairwise comparisons the pri-
ority weight vector (w) is computed as the unique so-
lution of equation 1.

Iu =1117111I W (1)

Where:

A, is the largest Eigenvalue of matrix I.
The priority vector w is often normalized by a =17 =

Jr,. This ensures the uniqueness of w and provides that
a becomes unity (Saaty 1980). The Consistency Index
(CI) of derived weights is a parameter that measures
the consistency of pairwise comparisons and could be
calculated by:

CI =
A nmax

n -1
(2)

As a rule of thumb, a CR value of 10% or less is
considered acceptable (Saaty 1977).

Least Strenght of geological units
GeolOce jedinice

K

I I

0

Fig. 3 The Structure of AHP for prioritization of geological units with

respect to their strength variable

Slika 3. Ustrojstvo AHP-a i ocjene geolo§kih jedinica

2.3.2 Applying AHP to rank the geological units
Primjena AHP-a za ocjenjivanje geolakih
jedinica

AHP approach was adopted to calculate the degree
of preference of geological units from the viewpoint
of rock strength.

The structure of AHP model is shown in Fig. 3.
Otherwise AHP was applied to quantify the prefer-
ence of each of the eight units with respect to the
strength against the earth embankment. The less
strength against the earthwork, the more value of com-
puted preference. The weighting process to synthesize

the ranking of geological units was performed in Su-
per Decision software ver.1.6.0.

2.3.3 Normalization technique - Normalizacija
Due to different scales of input and output vari-

ables, and in order to increase the speed and accu-
racy of data processing, input and output data were
normalized in a boundary of (0.1) before using them
in the ANFIS. As a result, the synthesized priorities
of geological units in AHP and terrain slope, as the
inputs, and also the percent of rock share (estimated
by expert knowledge), as the output of the ANFIS,
were normalized using the equation 3. As shown in
the equation, the normal forms of each input and out-
put were calculated by dividing each value minus the
minimum value by the maximum value minus the
minimum value so that the largest individual had a
priority of 1.0. The normalized values are also used
to create the membership function of input and out-
put variables.

X
X- X

'max Xmin
(3)

2.4 The Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference
System Prilagodifivi mreinolazni sustav

2.4.1 Architecture -Arhitektura sustava
ANFIS proposed by Jang (1993) is one of the most

applied fuzzy inference systems especially in model-
ing of the real-world physical objects. ANFIS is a com-
bination of Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Artificial Neural
Network (ANN), which applies the learning process
developed in ANN approaches to a fuzzy inference
system (FIS). The selection of the FIS is the main con-
cern in designing the ANFIS. Several FIS were devel-
oped in the literature, each of which was based on the
type of fuzzy reasoning and the employed fuzzy if-
then rules (e.g. Mamdani and Assilian 1974; Tsuka-
moto 1979; Takagi and Sugeno 1983). In the current
study, ANFIS uses a Sugeno inference system (Sugeno
and Kang 1988). The consequent part of the linear
equations and the parameters can be estimated by a
simple least squares method (Farokhnia et al. 2010).
ANFIS structured by a five-layered network and a hy-
brid algorithm is used to tune this system based on the
structure of input and output data. A mathematical-
schematic representation of Takagi-Sugeno's type of
ANFIS with two inputs x and y, one output z, two MFs
for each input and two rules is shown in Fig. 4.

It is a simple example of a fuzzy inference system,
known as the first-order Sugeno FIS. The fuzzy rule-
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Premise part Premise

x

_

Y

w,

Consequent part Posliedrce

11= Pix + 9Y + r,

f2= P2x 4- q2y + r,

Fig. 4 Schematic-Mathematical representation of Takagi-SugenoN type of ANFIS for two rules

Slika 4. Shematsko-matematield prikaz modela Takagi-Sugeno ANFIS s dva pravila

base of this example induding two if-then rules can be
presented as follows:

Rule 1: If x is Ai and y is B1; Then fl = x + + r,

Rule 2: If x is A2 and y is B2; Then f2 = p2x + q2y + r2

(4)

Where:

A,, A2 and B,, B, are the membership functions
of inputs X and Y, respectively,

p,, q1, r, and p2, q2, r2 are the parameters of output
function.

The modeling process of ANFIS is described layer
by layer:

Input variables are uncertain in the first hidden
layer. Every node i in this layer is an adaptive node
with a node function:

= pAi(x) for i = 1, 2

OP,' = ini.2(y) for i = 3, 4

(5)

I. Ghajar et al.

w, w,
f =

4 -w f + w =1 1,4

Where:

x or y are the input variables to node i,

A, B1.2 are the linguistic label (such as low or high)
associated with this node, characterized by
the appropriate MFs in this node.

To investigate the impact of different MFs on the
result of the ANFIS model in this research, the Gauss-
ian, generalized bell-shaped, trapezoidal-shaped, and
triangular-shaped functions were applied.

Fig. 5 illustrates an overview of development of the
RSE-ANFIS models with different MFs based on input
variables applying first-order Sugeno reasoning meth-
od. There are a total of 25 rules for each model.

The first layer is one of the two adaptive layers of
this ANFIS architecture, because three modifiable pa-
rameters tai, b, c) are related to MFs present in this
layer. These parameters are so-called premise (ante-
cedent) parameters used to calculate the fuzzy output
of each node function. The shape of MFs varies with
any change of the above mentioned parameters at
various stages of training, thus exhibiting various
forms of membership functions on linguistic label A
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Gaussian
Gauss-bit,*

Geological information Geologki podaci
Terrain slope - Nagib terena

ANFIS (Sugeno)
25 rules

ANFIS (Sugeno)
25 pravila

f(u)

Trapezoidna

Trapezoidal

krivuile

ANFIS (Sugeno)

_... _ 25 rules.. _0,1Geological information Geologki podaci
Terrain slope Nagib terena

f(u)
I ANFIS (Sugeno)

25 pravila

THE BEST MODEL

Triangular IS SELECTED

Trokutasta knvutia NAJBOLJI MODEL
JE ODABRAN

ANFIS (Sugeno)
Geological information Geolotkipodaci 25 rules

Terrain slope Nagib terena ANFIS (Sugeno)
f(u) A

25 pravila

G. Bell
GB krivulia

ANFIS (Sugeno)
Geological information Geolotkipodaci 25 rules

Terrain slope - Nagib terena ANFIS (Sugeno)
f(u)

25 pravila

Fig. 5 Architecture of adopted approach for modeling of rock share using ANFIS

Slika 5. Sustav preuzetoga modela ANFIS za procjenu udjela stijena u tlu

with a maximum equal to 1 and minimum equal to 0
Gang 1993), and consequently, results in more fuzzy
values of input variables for each type of MR

The antecedent parts of rules are computed in the
second hidden layer using T-norm operators. This
layer consists of the nodes labeled which multiplies
the incoming signals and sends the product out. For
instance:

OR,' = wi = pAi(x) x ,uBi(y) i =1, 2 (6)

The output (w1) represents the firing strength of a
rule.

The third hidden layer is used for normalization of
the rules' firing strength (FS). Every node in this layer
labeled as N calculates the ratio of rules' FS to the
sum of all rules' FS.

0113 = w
w= i - 1, 2

wi+w2
(7)

The fourth hidden layer determines the consequent
part of the rules. Node i computes the contribution of
ith rule toward the model output using the following
function:

OF: =w -w i(p ix+ q +r4 it (8)

The fourth layer is the second adaptive layer of
ANFIS architecture. Like with the first layer, there are
three modifiable parameters (e.g. p,, r,), the so-called
consequent parameters (Jang 1992). Finally the single
node in fifth layer labeled with L computes the over-
all output as the sum of all incoming signals. The cor-
responding function can be as follows:

op,
Eiwi

(9)

2.4.2 Learning algorithm - Algoritam ueenja
Since there are two adaptive layers in the ANFIS,

the task of learning algorithm for this architecture is
to tune all the modifiable parameters, namely (a, by c,1
(premise parameters) and {p,, /A (consequent param-
eters), to make the ANFIS output match the training
data (Polat et al. 2008). Similar to conventional statisti-
cal models, the model parameters are adjusted in the
model calibration phase (training) using a hybrid
learning algorithm, so as to minimize the error be-
tween model outputs and the corresponding mea-
sured values for a particular data set, e.g. the training
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A

Training patterns
Obrasci s pokusa

Step 1

Korak 1
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Updating premise part q. p. r
Obnovljena premisa dio q, p, r

Process
Postupak Validation data

Provjera podataka
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Fig. 6 ANFIS learning process by Hybrid algorithm

Slika 6. Postupak u6enja modela ANFIS pomoccu hibridnoga algoritma

set. The learning process of ANFIS by this Hybrid al-
gorithm is shown in Fig. 6.

ANFIS implements a hybrid algorithm for the
learning process. This algorithm combines the gradi-
ent descent method used to learn and modify the
premise parameters, and least squares method (LSM)
which determines the consequent part. The reason for
this combination is that when the premise parameters
are not fixed, the search space becomes larger and the
convergence of the training becomes slower. Thus, the
training process that results in learning has two steps
in each iteration.

Step 1 In the first epoch, the input patterns are
propagated and the optimal consequent parameters
are identified by the LSM, while the premise param-
eters are assumed to be fixed for the current cycle
through the training set.

Step 2 In the second epoch, the patterns are propa-
gated again; the error signals propagate backward to
modify or update the premise parameters, by gradient
descent (A back propagation gradient descent method).

2.4.3 Evaluation of model performance Ocjena
modela

The ANFIS models were developed in MATLAB
ver.7.6 environment. In order to evaluate the predict-
ability, performance and validity of models as well as
consistency of results, three well-known statistical cri-
teria, including coefficient of determination (R2), Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE), and Mean Absolute Error
(MAE), were used (equations 10, 11 and 12).

R2 Er. 1 (XI T9(Xf .,)
jril.,(Xp A7 \II/i XrW

12

(10)

RMSE = xr,2 (11)

MAE = - Xr1 (12)

Where:

denotes the number of data,
X,' and Xr are the observed and predicted output of

pattern number I, respectively.

The optimal performance of the model will tend to
the R2 of 1 and 0 for other criteria. The purpose of the
model validation phase is to ensure that the model has
the ability to generalize within the limits set by the
training data in a robust fashion, rather than simply
having memorized the input-output relationships that
are contained in the training data (Shahin et al. 2008).
To achieve this, the performance of trained ANFIS is
tested on an independent test data set, which has not
been used as a part of the model building process. If
such evaluation is adequate, the model is considered
to be able to generalize and is deemed to be robust.

2.4.4 Model implementation Primjena modela
One of the goals of this research was to create a reli-

able framework for forest managers or stakeholders to
estimate the volume of rock in the ground before road
construction begins. The assignment of a given area el-
ement (i.e. pixel) to any rock share classes was encoun-
tered with the problems due to the variation of physio-
graphic and geological properties within the area and
matching these properties with rock share of the under-
ground layers, which would affect the cost of earth em-
bankments. After developing an appropriate ANFIS
model, it was implemented to estimate the rock ratio of
the ground in the study area. Geographic information
system (ArcGIS 9.3), as the best suited tool for handling
the spatial data, was used to extract the input data (e.g.
slope and geological information) of the ANFIS model
from each pixel of the study area rasterized slope and
geology maps. By entering these data as the input data
to the optimum developed ANFIS, the output value of
each record was calculated. The obtained values were
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transferred to the attribute table of original map to pro-
duce the final rock share map, which illustrates the
spatial variability of rock ratio in the study area. The
resulted map was classified to three classes based on
the primary expert-based classes, which were consid-
ered at the beginning of the research.

3. Results Rezultati
In the present research, the AHP method was ap-

plied to obtain the priority of existing geological units
with respect to the least strength against the earth-
work in forest road construction. There were eight

Table 3 Final priorities of geological units with respect to the least

strength against the earthwork

Tablica 3. Ocjene geologkih jedinica s obzirom na koli6inu zemljamh

radova (iskop)

Geological

units

Geoldke
jedinice

AHP

priorities

ocjena

AHP-a

Total Ranking for

excavation

Ocjena za iskapanje

Strength

reline

Cf 0.315 1

Low

Nisko

P. 0.234 2

V

KP 0.168

RI" 0.106 4

lq 0.071 5

Pr 0.047 6

0.032 7

R2 0.023 8
High

Visko

C1=0.0266 < 0.1 (OK)

types of geological units in the study area that had to
be prioritized. The final results synthesized from the
AHP model are presented in Table 3.

As shown in this table, the structure (2a1 took the
highest priority and it is the least strength unit and R2d1
is the most resistant structure to the earthwork from
the viewpoint of geology experts. The judgments and
comparisons between alternatives in this AHP model
were based on the question as to which geological unit
showed less strength against the earthwork.

The results of normalization of input and output
field data, calculated by equation (3), are shown in
Table 4.

The prepared normalized values were, then, trans-
ferred into the ANFIS models. Table 5 shows a part of
normalized data that were fed to the model as the
training, validation, and testing data.

All models were developed using the first-order
Sugeno FIS and Hybrid optimization method. The ad-
opted strategy for obtaining the model with the best
performance was the incorporation of four different
membership functions in designing the ANFIS mod-
els. The best result obtained from this strategy was
related to triangular-shaped MF (Table 6).

The main preference criteria of the models were the
coefficient of determination (R2) and Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) of validation data set. R2 and
RMSE for triangular-shaped MF were 94.89% and
9.23%, respectively, obtained after training epoch 12.
The step size adaptation for the parameters of opti-
mum ANFIS is shown in Fig. 7.

The process of each epoch presented in this figure
is illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows that the training pro-
cess stopped at epoch 12 and the model could not im-
prove its own performance after this stage. These re-
sults showed that the ANFIS model developed using
the triangular MFs had the highest power of generalize-

Table 4 Maximum and minimum values of input and output variables before and after normalization

Tablica 4. Najvede i najmanje vrijednosti varijabli prije i poslije normalizacije

Inputs 0 Ulazni podaci Output 0 klazni podaci

Slope, % ONagib, %
Geology formation priorities

Ocjena geoldkih tvorbi

Rock share

Ude stijena

Before normalization

Prije normalizacije

Min 5 0.023 Low ONizak 30%)

Max. 140 0.315 High 0 Visok (? 70%)

After normalization

Poslije normalizacije

Min. 0 0 0

Max. 1 1 1
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Table 5 A part of data used as training, validation and testing data

Tablica 5. Dio podataka korigtenih za vjeIbu i ispitivanje valjanosti

modela

Geology

Geofogija

Slope

Nagib

Observed rock share

Prodjenjeni udio stijena

0.753 0.185 0

0.753 0.269 0.5

0.030 0.704 0

1 0.481 1

0.164 0.667 0

0.284 0.444 0

0.753 0.444 1

0.753 0.222 0.5

lion and performance in rock share estimation. Conse-
quently, this model was selected as the optimum AN-
FIS. The results of incorporation of Gaussian MF were
very close to triangular ones. The obtained R2 and RMSE
of Gaussian MF were 93.74% and 10.03%, respectively.
These results of this study also showed a robust perfor-

Table 6 Result of application of different MFs in rock share ANFIS model

Tablica 6. Primjena razlieitih funkcija tlanstva (MFs) u modelu ANFIS

0.11

0.10

0.09

LL.1
080

0.07

0.06
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Fig. 7 Step size diagram of training process of optimum ANFIS

(stopped at epoch 12)

Slika 7. Razvijanje modela ANFIS »korak po koraka (zaustavljeno u

12. stavki)

Type of FIS 0 Vrsta modela sustava neizrazitoga zadjutivanja
Adaptive network based Fuzzy Inference System (Takagi-Sugeno)

PrilagodIjivi mre2no-fazni sustav za modeliranje (Takagi-Sugeno)

Learning algorithm 11Algoritam (&nja Hybrid OHibridni sustavi

Type of MF Vrsta funkcije elanstva
G.Bell

GB

Gaussian

Gauss

Trapezoidal

Trapezoidna

Triangular

Trokutasta

R2 (training data) % OKoeficijent determinacije (podaci za vjelbu modela), % 96.87 96.40 93.31 96.90

R2 (validation data) %

Koeficijent determinacije (podaci za ispitivanje valjanosti modela), %
81.50 64.00 88.80 85.60

R2 (test data) % 0 Koeficijent determinacije (podad za ispitivanje modela), % 82.50 93.74 78.05 94.89

RMSE (training data) %

Pogragka korijena usrednjenih kvadrata (podaci za vjeku modela), %
6.77 7.18 7.28 6.37

RMSE (validation data) %

Pogrdka korijena usrednjenih kvadrata (podaciza ispitivanje modela), %
18.25 30.58 14.39 16.33

RMSE (test data) %

Pogregka korijena usrednjenih kvadrata (podaciza ispitivanje modela), %
21.25 10.03 19.28 9.23

MAE (training data) %

Srednja apsolutna pogregka (podaci za vjeku modela), %
2.09 2.31 2.14 1.94

MAE (validation data) %

Srednja apsolutna pogregka (podaciza ispitivanje valjanosti modela), %
8.37 8.24 3.63 4.61

MAE(test data) %

Srednja apsolutna pogregka (podaci za ispitivanje modela), %
9.89 4.23 6.63 4.06

Epochs OStavke 10 2 4 12
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Table 7 Estimated areas for rock share classes

Tablica 7. Procjena poeine ovisno o udjelu stijena u du

Rock share classes

Udio i vrsta tie

Area, ha

Povdina, ha

Relative area, %

Udio povrgine, %

Soft 0Mekano 2137.44 26.92

Medium 0 Srednje 3240.11 40.83

Hard 0 Tvrdo 2560.26 32.25

mance in modeling the ratio of rocks in the ground.
Application of other types of MFs resulted in either less
R2 or more RMSE than triangular and Gaussian ones.

The result of application of the developed ANFIS
in predicting the rock share in the study area is shown
in Fig. 8. The results of final estimated areas that were

A
C`I

510 40' 00" E

NA

1 0.5 0

51' 4Z 00" E 51' 44' 00" E

assigned to each class of rock share are presented in
Table 7.

The best coefficient of determination, related to the
ANFIS model with triangular MF, is shown in Fig. 8.
The predicted results driven from this optimum AN-
FIS have been plotted with the results of field data (i.e.
real data). The total set of field data were used to cal-
culate the result of the optimum ANFIS.

4. Discussion Rasprava
The ultimate purpose of this modeling was to pro-

vide a practical approach for estimating the propor-
tion of rock for the purpose of estimating the cost of
forest roads. In other words, by estimating the rock
proportion in various conditions of a mountainous for-
est before planning the forest road network, a planner

51" 46' 00" E 51° 48' 00" E

2 4 km

51° 40' 00" E 51° 42' 00" E

Rock share classes
Udio i vrsta stijena

I Soft Mekano
Medium Srednje
Hard Tvrdo

51° 44' 00" E 51° 46' 00" E

Fig. 8 Spatial variability of rock share based on ANFIS model with triangular-shaped MFs

Slika 8. Prostorna promjenjivost udjela stijena u tlu prema mod& ANF1S s trokutastom funkcijom elanstva

51° 48' 00" E

z

z
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z
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0 02 04 06 08 10

ANFIS predicted values ANFISpretpostavljene vrijednosti

Fig. 9 The optimum ANFIS predicted values of rock share estima-

tion versus field data values

Slika 9. Najtotnije predvideni podaci modelom ANFIS

can effectively decide where to place the road to de-
crease the time and cost of earthwork. In this research,
AHP and ANFIS methods were applied to model the
share of rock in different geological and physiographic
conditions. In addition, four different types of member-
ship function were adopted for the analysis in ANFIS
training to compare their differences regarding statisti-
cal parameters. Although the presented ANFIS ap-
proach is an experimental method in which just two
main input variables (e.g. geological structures and ter-
rain slope) were considered, the acceptable ranges of
statistical parameters of R2 and RMSE were obtained
from all four developed models. The result of this study
showed that an ANFIS can obtain a higher level of ac-
curacy and generalization power for rock share estima-
tion when triangular membership function is used to
conduct system training. The coefficient of determina-
tion for ANFIS with triangular MF was 0.94. This result
means that 94.89% of changes of rock proportion are
related to the changes of the two considered variables,
i.e. geological information and terrain slope. The RMSE
is the most popular measure of error and has the advan-
tage that large errors receive much greater attention
than small errors (Hecht-Nielsen 1990). The result of
RMSE for applied MFs indicated that the use of trian-
gular MF produced the least RMSE compared to other
three MFs. In contrast with RMSE, MAE eliminates the
emphasis given to large errors. Both RMSE and MAE
are desirable when the evaluated output data are
smooth or continuous (Twomey and Smith 1997). Since

I. Ghajar et al.

the defined output linguistic variables, i.e. Low, Medi-
um, and High, as well their corresponding normalized
values, i.e. 0, 0.5, and 1 created a relatively discrete
space (Fig. 9), MAE was not a determinant criteria for
preference of a model to another.

Nevertheless, a conclusion can still be drawn from
the MAE results. According to the results of MAE
shown in Table 6, it can be seen that the ANFIS devel-
oped by triangular MF still has the least error com-
pared to other models. Thus it could be concluded that
the ANFIS developed by triangular MF can be selected
as the optimum model for rock share estimation. After
triangular MF-based ANFIS, which produced the best
results, the adaptation of Gaussian MF was deter-
mined as the second robust model from the viewpoint
of statistical criteria. The application of Gaussian MF
resulted in a IV of 93.74%, an RMSE of 10.03%, and a
MAE of 4.23%. Hence, it could be expected that the use
of Gaussian MF in RSE-ANFIS model will generate
robust performance and high generalization power.
The g.bell and trapezoidal MFs results were less favor-
able than those of triangular and Gaussian MFs and
therefore they were not proposed as acceptable mod-
els in the present research.

In order to produce a zoning map of rock propor-
tion, the ANFIS value calculated for each pixel was
transferred to the corresponding point on the map of
the study area. The current map included a continuous
set of data that needed to be changed into two or more
categories. A number of classifiers are available and
namely natural breaks, quantile, equal intervals, K-
means, etc; each of them may lead to different cluster-
ing results because of their different statement about
the method of dividing. The final classification of rock
share map in this study was based on the practical
procedure used by the experts to determine the price
of embankments for forest road projects. Thus, the
normalized scores on the map were grouped into three
categories of rock ratio: oSoft« (0-0.3), »Medium«
(0.3-0.7), and »Hank (0.7-1). This classification may
differ from a country to another but it is a common
principle in forest management that the least rock ratio
areas should be traversed in forest road construction
to minimize the total time and cost of construction.

The weathering condition of geological structure is
one of the factors in determining the cost of excavating
the rocks; however this factor was neglected since the
investigation of the nature of rocks was not the pur-
pose of this study and the focus was on the proportion
of rocks in the underground layers.

Although it is more expensive to use geotechnical
rock testing facilities than experts' opinions, the inves-
tigation of mechanical and physical properties of
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nearsurface rocks, and performing the strength and
deformation tests for the evaluation of the possibility
of excavation, could give more accurate data for such
models. In the current study, the AHP technique was
used to quantify the geology formations with respect
to their strength against earthwork to persuade forest
managers to apply practical fuzzy models for various
construction purposes in forest management. The ad-
vantages of the presented procedure are as follows:

Easy sampling and applied methodology that al-
low other researchers to repeat the study with lower
costs in other regions with specific local conditions,

Ability of handling several types of data (numeri-
cal, ordinal, or nominal) in fuzzy inference systems,
which makes it flexible for the use in modeling natural
resources,

Acceptable statistics with the emphasis on effective
input factors and reliability of the results in the present
study.

A comparison between the applied soft computing
method and other traditional statistical methods such
as multiple regressions could indicate the degree of
robustness or fault tolerance of presented models. It
appears that there is a possibility of estimating rock

models. The number of the analyzed data is relatively
limited in this study. Therefore, the practical outcome
of the proposed model could be used, with acceptable
accuracy, for the estimation of earthwork cost at the
preliminary stage of planning the forest roads in the
study area.
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Saietak

Prilagodljivi mreino-fazni sustav za procjenu udjela stijena pri izgradnji
Siumskih prometnica

Ovo je istraiivanje novi model procjene udjela stijena u tlu (RSE). Postupak je koristan za izraeun trogkova
zemljanih radova koji se uhrajaju meetu glavne trogkove izgradnje gumskih prometnica. Udio stijena u tlu izravno
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utjeee na cijenu izgradnje prometnica. Dakle, postoji potreba za pouzdanom procjenom udjela stijena unutar cijeloga
podrueja izgradnje prometnice, osobito u stjenovitim podruejima gdje je udio stijena visok. Nije poznato numericko
svojstvo ni pouzdan numericici parametar za mjerenje udjela stijena u tlu, a nestalnost udjela stijena u tlu bio je i
dodatan razlog ovoga istraiivanja.

Cilj je istraiivanja bio uvesti strueni sustav za procjenu udjela stijena u tlu u razlieitim uvjetima pomoeu prila-
godljivoga mre2no-faznoga sustava za modeliranje (ANFIS) i analitiekih hijerarhijskih procesa (AHP). Nagib terena
i vrste geologkih tvorbi smatrani su ulaznim varijablama za stvaranje modela ANFIS. Kako bi se smanjili trogkovi
uzorkovanja udjela stijena u tlu, razvijen je praktiean pristup koji osam postojeeih geologkih jedinica obractuje kao
nositelje problems u odlueivanju. AHP-i na temelju znanja struenjaka korigteni su za rjegavanje problema pmcjene
udjela stijena u flu. Rezultat modela ANFIS jest razradba na tri vrste tla, ovisno o udjelu stijena: meko, srednje i
tvrdo. Nakon uzorkovanja, normalizacije podataka te podjele Sugeno sustav neizrazitoga zakljueivanja prvoga reda
i hibridna metoda optimizacije usvojeni su kako bi se stvorio model ANTIS. Izlazni podaci modela predstavljaju
funkaju prvoga reda ciji su parametri prilagodeni svakoj stavki sustava optimizacije.

Trokutaste funkcije elanstva (MF) dale su najbolje rezultate. Sustav je primijenjen u planinskim sumama u
Iranu gdje te u skoroj buduenosti biti izgradena mrda gumskih prometnica. Predvidene vrijednosti zatim su opisane
prostorno odnosno u okruienju GIS-a. Procijenjeni udjeli stijena u tlu pa razredima: meko, srednje i tvrdo iznosili
su 6,92 %, 40,83 % i 32,25 %. Ova) je pristup koristan kao prvo za pokazivanje nestalnosti udjela stijena u flu te
drugo kao model za izraeun trogkova izgradnje gumskih prometnica koji ee uz pomoe ostalih maternatilkih modela
jog toenije prikazati izraeun trogkova sumskih prometnica i potom omoguciti odabir zamjenskih trasa u slueaju pre-
visokih trogkova izgradnje.

Kljuene rijeei: udio stijena u tlu, ANFIS, AHP, trogcovi izgradnje gumskih prometnica, funkcije elanstva
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